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About This Game

The moms are testing the dads’ mettle in this fun take on an age-old debate! Who will end up victorious? ♂️ ♀️

We’ve all been there, whether as parents or kids – why aren’t chores split evenly in the family? Why does one person always
seem to do almost everything (❗) and, most importantly, what can you do about it? Emily and Patrick face (and answer!) this

question in Emily’s newest story, Moms vs Dads! ♂️ ♀️

�� Manage both dads and moms in this fun time management story game!
�� Play your way through 60 story levels plus 30 challenge levels

�� Get to know the differences between the four couples! Who will you be rooting for?
�� Enjoy six fun locations including favorites like Camp Talon and Emily’s house

�� Earn diamonds and build your own kids paradise in Emily’s back yard
�� Beat daily challenges to earn extra diamonds

�� Collect all the postcards and send heartfelt greetings to all your loved ones
�� Help Emily and Patrick discover what is truly important in life

Emily is thrilled with her family, but with three kids, it seems there is 10 times the work! Balancing work in the diner, her
cooking vlog, chores plus the family is getting harder and harder. When she notices Patrick acting like occasionally playing with

the kids is doing his fair share, she’s had enough! ���� ����

Her girlfriends all have similar experiences - men who don’t help out in the house unless asked, men who only “babysit” their
own kids…. and they’ve had enough! It’s time to ACT, to show them how much work it really is. Can the girls get their men
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dashing around the house, or will this end up being a recipe for disaster?
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So I bought this game today [while it was on sale] and I can't even play it! Its telling me that i need to "(Re)install the latest
graphics drivers". Ive tried looking for it, but I can't find it. I have played other games in the Delicious series, and none have
asked me about "graphics drivers" so why is this one? and why isn't there an option to just play with the ones I have? I just
wanted to play the game!!!. This game was definitely a step back in the right direction. I've been playing the Emily games
basically forever and there have been a few (namely The Miracle of Life) that seemed to lose sight of what these games are all
about, which is cooking! In the game mentioned above, both Emily and cooking were rare sights and I couldn't even finish it, I
got so bored. I had little hope for this one being any better but was pleasantly surprised.
While they still didn't bring back the adjustable difficulty settings, I really enjoyed how hard the game could be sometimes but I
can see how this would be disappointing and frustrating to those looking for a more relaxed game. This one is more challenging,
but also more engaging, than the previous Miracle of Life. I hope they stay on this track!. I played ALL the GameHouse games
of Emily and once again I'm disappointed with this game, the lack of designing with the characters, the story lacked depth and it
still bothers me that all the characters have four fingers and not five. At times I got kicked out AGAIN during game play, the
diamonds can once AGAIN not be bought by gold coins making buying all the porch items annoying to achieve. But with all of
the above, ONE thing that makes this game frustrating and believe me I did not enjoy it. You have to do multiple things in every
level, if it's not 2 kettles boiling at the same time while clicking multiple actions to take a photo and pleasing the customers at
the same time. It's babies screaming, cakes burning, drinks not spilling over. It gets exhaustive to be honest, it makes levels
difficult to achieve 3 starts and it takes away the fun element that the game had. Plus all the singing made it annoying to listen to
as well, it's not like the narrative voice was good or enjoyable to listen to. Paying for games like these are really a frustration,
you expect it to become better. Make it enjoyable and fun again, but it seems like all of that is lost. But stick to the basics, make
the stories interesting again and I'll recommend it.. i love this game. The story plot for this game is pretty well done. It really do
question the parental care we have given to our children while we are all revolving around works. I also love how the plot goes
into a little questioning regarding how the media have been portraying to our society as well. A truly well done job - I always
love how GameHouse's Original Stories bring in a lot of philosophical issues that we should really reflect upon in life.

As always, wonderful graphics and lots of fun mini games. Soothing and cheerful soundtracks and I seriously love Andy's
singing - I can listen to it all day long.. I love these Delicious casual games. This one is more of the same, so if you like the
others, you'd good. I don't like that you have to repeat the daily quest a million days in a row to unlock the "buy everything"
achievement.... but whatchya gonna do.. As always the story in the game was good.

Still have the bug with the game freezing, while the sound continues. Had this one in the last game too and i cant believe they
didnt fix it yet..
Only way to fix this is to restart the game. Meaning you have to start over in the level every time you get this bug.

I feel like they are starting to use the same locations over and over again. Which is a shame. Could have been nice to visit brand
new places most of the times. In this game there was only two locations that hadnt been used in the previous games.

The daily challenges are fine, but it should be optional whether or not you wanted to do them. It gives a lot of diamonds which is
nice, but after completing the whole game and 15 days of daily challenges, you still dont have enough diamonds to buy
everything you need for the achievement... You still need 58 more diamonds (not even sure if i did 15 or 16 daily challenges at
the point where i needed the 58 more).
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For the first time ever, you need to replay a lot of the levels to get enough money to buy everything in the stores in the game.. I
had to replay the last location a second time and do some of the levels in the last location a third time just to get enough money
to buy the last 3 things in the last store.
Note that the last location is where you get the most money (50 coins a star - 150 coins for a 3 star level).
This is the first time where you actually get more coins for replaying the levels as well, so you have to figure out for yourself
that you can do that this time.
What seems a bit weird to me, is that you can replay levels for coins but you cant replay challenges for more diamonds. So you
are forced to play daily challenges for a while, just to get everything in the garden..

First time i wont recommend an Emily game.
People play this game for the story and because they like the game. Dont force people to replay the levels and return for over 15
days just to get the achievements\/get everything in the game.
I played this to keep following Emily and her family, because i started playing the first Emily games on my IPad, when they
were first released.
I wont be buying the next game just for the story, they need to get back to what was important.. The game and story are decent,
matching what previous games in the series are like. However, my biggest complaint is the carry over from the previous one of
the "daily diamond challenge". Indeed it's somehow been made worse by increasing the number of diamonds needed to buy
everything. On top of that, to unlock everything in the level stores you need to replay, even if you've already achieved perfect
stars the first time.

For me, the game is removing the sense of accomplishment with these changes and I'm not sure if I will continue to play them
for the story alone.. When this game first came out, I couldn\u2019t have given it a good review. It had bad crashing issues, and
the only difficulty was \u2018expert\u2019. Now however they\u2019ve *mostly* fixed the crashing issue, and introduced
difficulty levels (easy, normal and expert), so you can enjoy it casually or go for a greater challenge as desired. My only
complaint now is how ridiculously long it takes to collect enough \u2018diamonds\u2019 to unlock all the decorations (and thus
the final achievement). I finished the actual game (story missions and challenges) over two weeks ago, and it\u2019s taken me
till now doing the daily challenges to earn enough diamonds. This is only an issue if you care about getting all the achievements
though.

Storywise it\u2019s the usual Emily melodrama. Emily some how contrives to NOT have the most dysfunctional family in the
neighbourhood, but all the local wives (herself included) feel frustrated with their husbands\u2019 lack of contribution to child
rearing. It\u2019s an honestly refreshing, funny and relevant exploration of women\u2019s invisible labour and male
cluelessness, though of course no one thinks to sit down and EXPLAIN the problem. Oh no no! The wives organise a
\u2018Dad of the Year\u2019 competition, to teach their husband\u2019s a lesson. Everything gets predictably out of hand, and
everyone is in danger of learning entirely the wrong lesson. It\u2019s probably not the best story in the series, but I certainly
enjoyed it.

Gameplay is much the same as earlier games, you stand at your counter then run out to collect food (or other orders) for the
clones that populate the town. Get it right, get money. Rinse, repeat. It flows pretty smoothly, though in some later chapters the
complex orders can be really demanding, even on \u2018easy\u2019. With the three difficulty levels, the game is challenging
enough to be fun, but gentle enough to not get frustrating. Bare in mind you may need to switch up to expert once you\u2019ve
finished a chapter, in order to serve enough of the more complicated orders (which appear less often on \u2018easy\u2019) to
unlock their upgrades (you have to serve enough of an item to unlock its upgrade).
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I'm a relaxing player, this game make me feel assignment really isn't that hard actually..
============================================================
According to the latest two Emily's, it's very obvious that the developers try to make players spend more time on it and attract
new fans by encourage players sharing pics on INS and FB.

-May be difficulty adjust is more useful than expected.
What missing here is "Why you want this series? " I believe people do have different reasons to start a game.Some for good
stories, some for challanges. When the two things mixed up, it seems they all feel a bit down. (at least according most Chinese
comments I saw,players seek challenges was disappointed, but story lovers find it's bit struggle to proceed.)

-There could be other ways to hold audience's attention
Despite the collections getting bigger, I found I spend less time on emily than before. Can't deny collection part is a very good
way to extend the game time,but decorate yards seems bit far away from the theme to me.(May be I'm wrong here,especially
when I haven't finish the game yet.)

Overall, I like the game. plots and musics are awesome.
Hope Emily's story can be countinued forever.. While Miracle of Life was my favorite this is a close second it's adorable and
seeing the different relationships was nice along with all of the levels. Simply a good game :). I played ALL the GameHouse
games of Emily and once again I'm disappointed with this game, the lack of designing with the characters, the story lacked
depth and it still bothers me that all the characters have four fingers and not five. At times I got kicked out AGAIN during game
play, the diamonds can once AGAIN not be bought by gold coins making buying all the porch items annoying to achieve. But
with all of the above, ONE thing that makes this game frustrating and believe me I did not enjoy it. You have to do multiple
things in every level, if it's not 2 kettles boiling at the same time while clicking multiple actions to take a photo and pleasing the
customers at the same time. It's babies screaming, cakes burning, drinks not spilling over. It gets exhaustive to be honest, it
makes levels difficult to achieve 3 starts and it takes away the fun element that the game had. Plus all the singing made it
annoying to listen to as well, it's not like the narrative voice was good or enjoyable to listen to. Paying for games like these are
really a frustration, you expect it to become better. Make it enjoyable and fun again, but it seems like all of that is lost. But stick
to the basics, make the stories interesting again and I'll recommend it.
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